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ABSTRACT: Knowledge of the mechanical properties of singular clay lamellae is of
crucial importance for the optimization of clay−polymer nanocomposites. On the
basis of controlled stress release, singular 2:1 clay lamellae show regular wrinkles on a
deformable substrate. A subsequent two-dimensional Fourier transformation gives an
in-plane modulus of the clay lamella of approximately 150 GPa. Only readily-available
topographical atomic force microscopy is required for analysis rendering that fast and
facile procedure generally applicable for nanoplatelet characterization.
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■ INTRODUCTION

A plethora of nanocomposites contain clay platelets as
functional compounds embedded in a variety of polymer
matrixes. Besides electric,1 fire-retardant,2,3 and gas-barrier
properties,4,5 the most prominent function of clay fillers is
mechanical reinforcement of nanocomposites.6 Along that line,
tremendous improvements of mechanical performance have
been reported for ultrastrong, clay-based artificial nacre.7,8

In general, with fixed filler content, the performance of
nanocomposites may be optimized by tuning four crucial
factors regarding the clay filler: perfect texture, maximized
aspect ratio, smart interface management, and excellent
mechanical properties. The aspect ratio of layered 2:1 silicates
may be easily modified for swelling clays like montmorillonite
or hectorite by exfoliation or delamination,9 which is fostered
by the extensive intercalation chemistry. Contrary to swelling
clays, structurally related nonswelling micas come with
nonadjustable thickness of the platelets. As a consequence of
the stronger interaction along the stacking direction, micas can,
however, be obtained in crystals of appreciable thickness (>10
μm). The potential reinforcement of platy fillers, as given, e.g.,
by the Halpin-Tsai equations,10 is determined by the aspect
ratio and the ratio of the moduli of filler and matrix. However,
clays, as any layered filler, are highly anisotropic, and the elastic
constants differ by more than a factor of 3. While the elastic
moduli of coarse-grained materials like mica have been
determined, constants for completely delaminated singular
clay lamellae, which are advantageous because of their
maximized aspect ratio, would actually be needed. Usually
bulk methodologies have been applied to obtain information on
the mechanical properties of different types of clays,11 ranging

from compressibility measurements12−15 to the extrapolation of
data from epoxy−clay hybrids,16 or acoustic measurements.17,18
Not surprisingly, the most reliable bulk elastic constants of

2:1 layered silicates have been obtained for coarse-grained
micas via ultrasonic measurements,19 inelastic neutron
scattering,20 and Brillouin scattering.21,22 Results of computer
simulations agree well with these experimental constants.23

Knowledge about the elastic properties of swelling clay platelets
that are actually used as fillers in nanocomposites because of
the superior aspect ratio, however, is scarce. We recently
determined, for the first time, the bending modulus of single
hectorite tactoids, which represent semiordered crystals
consisting of randomly oriented stacks of several individual
2:1 lamellae separated by hydrated interlayer cations. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM)-based deformation measurements
gave a significantly lower bending modulus for these hydrated
clays than values reported for other types of nonswelling
clays.24 We proposed that the main reason for the surprisingly
low modulus was the combination of hydration of interlayer
cations and the decreased layer charge compared to that of
micas in these swelling clays. Both effects lead to an increased
contribution of shearing to bending deformations and therefore
to a lower apparent bending modulus.25 Because this effect will
also be effective in composites, it will therefore reduce the
efficiency of tactoids as filler material. In particular, tactoids
thinner than 20 nm were found to be very flexible, and
reinforcement of nanocomposites in a direction perpendicular
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to the platelets would be expected to be rather low. To
calculate the reinforcement potential for real nanocomposites
with more or less randomly oriented fillers, knowledge of the
in-plane moduli of delaminated 2:1 lamellae, where no
interlayer shearing can occur, is needed as well.
Such measurements, however, require a metrology that

allows for orientation of singular 2:1 lamellae and that is able to
cope with the compliant nature of such 1 nm thin
nanoplatelets. In very demanding and impressive computer
simulations of a single montmorillonite lamella by Suter et al.,26

undulations caused by thermal fluctuations were observed, from
which they were able to derive the in-plane modulus (230
GPa).
Analogously, it is possible to determine the in-plane modulus

from forced undulations, which are also called wrinkles. The
general idea of buckling-based metrology is the planar
compression of a thin, stiff coating on a thicker, compliant
substrate like poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). The wrinkling
technique is well established for thin-film metrology27,28 and in
structure formation and patterning.29−31 More recently, Reyes-
Martinez et al. revealed in an intriguing investigation the elastic
constants of rubrene microcrystals by the same technique.32

Here we show that the wrinkling approach can even be
transferred to single nanoplatelets of clays. The sought-after in-
plane modulus of the nanoplatelet Ep depends on the
characteristic wrinkling wavelength λ, on the platelet thickness
h, and on Young’s modulus Es of the substrate:33,34
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where νp and νs refer to Poisson’s ratios of nanoplatelet and
substrate, respectively.
Simple topographical AFM imaging of the wrinkled platelets

is sufficient to retrieve the in-plane modulus (Figure 1).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Melt synthesis,35−37 followed by long-time annealing, yielded
sodium fluorohectorite (Na0.5Li0.5Mg2.5Si4O10F2, Na-hec) with
lateral extensions of several micrometers and high intracrystal-
line reactivity.38 This Na-hec spontaneously delaminates in
water by osmotic swelling.39 The van der Waals height of the
silicate lamella deprived of hydrated counterions can be derived
from the basal spacing of nonhydrated sodium hectorite to be
0.96 nm37 (Figure 2).
A droplet of a diluted Na-hec suspension was placed onto a

hydrophilized slab of PDMS that was uniaxially stretched with a
customer-made apparatus (Figure S1, Supporting Information).
After gentle drying and stress release, the sample was analyzed
via AFM imaging. The results are shown in Figure 1. The
hectorite lamella exhibited a uniformly wrinkled morphology,
while the noncovered surface areas of the PDMS substrate
remained featureless (Figure 1a). To recover the wavelength of
the wrinkles, the recorded image was processed with a discrete
two-dimensional Fourier transformation (2D-FT; see the
Supporting Information for details). Figure 1b shows an
intensity profile in reciprocal space along the axis of stress
release (kx). It was integrated over a range of −5 to +5 ky
values considering also the wrinkles that are slightly tilted away
from 90°. The main peak corresponds to a wrinkling
wavelength of 149 nm. Taking the same layer thickness as
Suter et al.26 and Kalo et al.37 (0.96 nm) and applying eq 1
yielded an in-plane modulus of 143 GPa. Poisson’s ratios of

0.540 and 0.341 for substrate and clay, respectively, were used.
The Young’s modulus of the PDMS substrate was measured to
be 2.6 ± 0.1 MPa by applying a standard tensile test (see the
Supporting Information). It has, however, been reported in the
literature that low-molecular-weight species, e.g., non-cross-
linked precursors, slowly migrate to the surface of PDMS and
soften the local modulus.42 Because this local surface modulus
is actually the relevant modulus for the wrinkling metrology, it
was additionally measured with a surface-selective metrology
(colloidal-probe AFM43−45). While for a PDMS substrate aged
for some months, the surface modulus was found to have
decreased by 50%, for freshly prepared samples the bulk
Young’s modulus determined by tensile tests and the surface
modulus determined by colloidal-probe AFM agree within
experimental error. Therefore, it is strongly recommended to
either use freshly prepared PDMS slabs (<2 weeks) for
wrinkling metrology or determine the Young’s modulus of the
substrate’s surface via colloidal-probe AFM.
In a recent work, Fu et al.46 determined the minimum radius

of curvature for a single clay lamella before failure to be 3 nm.
That suggests that the deformations induced by wrinkling were
clearly within the elastic regime. For instance, the radius of
curvature of the wavelength observed in Figure 1 approximated
by a sine wave with a wavelength of 149 nm and an amplitude
of 18 nm yields a value of 31 nm (see the Supporting
Information for details). A cross section of a wrinkled
nanoplatelet (Figure S2,Supporting Information) shows a
sine-wave profile, indicating that the clay lamella is completely
adhered to the PDMS substrate by a strong cohesion.

Figure 1. (a) AFM topographical image of a typical wrinkled Na-hec
nanoplatelet on a featureless PDMS surface. (b) Normalized intensity
profile after 2D-FT along kx, integrated over a range of −5 to +5 ky
values, that considers also the wrinkles that are slightly tilted away
from 90°. The peak represents a wrinkling wavelength of 149 nm
corresponding to an in-plane modulus of 143 GPa.
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The FT peak indicated a uniform wrinkling wavelength
throughout the whole lamella. The whole set of investigated
platelets showed a uniform stiffness, suggesting that they were
defect-free and are structurally homogeneous, with no
clustering of isomorphous substitution. The latter statement
is in line with a homogeneous charge density, as proven by a
uniform intracrystalline reactivity of all interlayer spaces (ILs)
reported earlier.35,36,47

Averaging the values of 16 hectorite monolayers yielded a
mean in-plane modulus of 142 ± 17 GPa. The in-plane
modulus found for a singular hectorite lamella is somewhat
lower than those reported for in-plane moduli of various micas
(average of C11 and C22 constants: 178.5 ± 1.5 GPa).19−22 The
mica structure can be regarded as a sandwich of relatively soft
ILs and stiff silicate lamellae, resulting in a total basal spacing d
of 1.0 nm48 (Figure 2).
This sandwich construction might therefore lead to a certain

stiffening of the bulk material,49 as is known from light-weight
construction materials.
Although it has been reported in the literature that

hydrophilization of the PDMS substrate by HCl treatment
does not affect the bulk modulus of PDMS significantly,40 a
minor change in the bulk modulus cannot be ruled out. A study
with different durations of HCl treatment showed that the
systematic error introduced would, however, be insignificant
compared to possible errors related to uncertainties in the
determination of the height of the platelets (Figure S4,
Supporting Information). Averaging the values of five hectorite
monolayers suspended on PDMS hydrophilized for 32 h
instead of 16 h yielded a mean in-plane modulus of 154 ± 11
GPa.

The wrinkling wavelength is dependent on the strain, and eq
1 applied by us may be regarded as a first-order approximation.
Because of the platelet thickness of <1 nm, the wrinkling
metrology is pushed to its limit. Because the amplitude of the
sine wave is directly related to the ratio of the Young’s moduli
of the substrate and clay platelet and the platelet height, a strain
of >30% was necessary for a reliable measurement of the
wavelength for these thin platelets. Unfortunately, no
experimental values for the in-plane modulus of a single
hectorite lamella are available in the literature to serve as a
benchmark. We were, however, recently able to determine in-
plane moduli of graphene oxide, chemically derived graphene,
and CVD−graphene nanoplatelets by applying the very same
method.50 For these materials, independently measured
reference values were available and could be reproduced with
the wrinkling metrology with high accuracy. Moreover, in
molecular dynamics simulations, spontaneous undulations were
observed, and upon analysis of this buckling of clay
nanoplatelets,26 an in-plane modulus in fair agreement with
our measurements could be derived (230 GPa).
When the strain-corrected models published by Rogers et

al.51 were applied, the effective wrinkling wavelength would be
drastically enhanced, corresponding to a significantly higher in-
plane modulus of 357 ± 42 GPa for hectorite platelets.
However, our own preliminary results suggest that the strain
dependency is significantly lower than those suggested by
Rogers et al. Given the reasonable agreement with benchmark
values available for other materials and with simulation results
on clays, we refrain from applying corrections to eq 1.
The stiffness of the silicate lamella is assured by the two-

dimensional, partially covalent Kagome network of basal
oxygen atoms in combination with the trioctahedral layer
connecting the two tetrahedral layers (Figure 2). Nevertheless,
typical purely covalent two-dimensional networks like graphene
still have an in-plane modulus approximately 8 times as high.52

Most of the moderate scatter of the wrinkling wavelengths is
attributed to the slight tilt of the wavevector away from the axis
of stress release. Another cause of scatter inherent to the
wrinkling metrology is stochastically occurring local stress
release by platelet breakage instead of wrinkling (Figure S3,
Supporting Information), in particular, because additional edges
are generated by the line defects, which can be attributed to
defects in the platelet under tension (Poisson’s expansion upon
compression of the PDMS). It has been shown that these
cracks do not directly influence the wrinkling wavelength.31,53

These line defects, as well as the edges of the platelets, are, of
course, expected to show lower moduli compared to
undisturbed core areas, which is realized in a certain full
width at half-maximum of the FT peak (Figure 1b).

■ CONCLUSION

The wrinkling method can easily be applied to any kinds of
nanoplatelets, such as transition-metal sulfides and sele-
nides,54−56 layered double hydroxides, and, as already
mentioned, graphene materials.50,52 The great appeal of a
simple approach requiring only standard and affordable AFM
analytics renders the presented method a powerful tool that
could be used as a quite ubiquitous, fast, low-cost, and facile
standard method for large-scale mechanical characterization of
nanoplatelets.50

Figure 2. Structural representation of a mica crystal showing the two-
dimensional, partially covalent Kagome network of basal oxygen atoms
(TL) in combination with the trioctahedral layer (OL) connecting the
two tetrahedral layers; the van der Waals height of the silicate lamella
deprived of hydrated counterions is 0.96 nm.26,37 The periodicity
(basal spacing) of mica is, however, slightly larger (1.0 nm48) than the
height of the 2:1 lamella because the structure represents a sandwich
with the interlayer space (IL). The view is along the b axis; c*
represents the stacking direction of the crystal.
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